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Performance Tracking & Revenue Management 
for Subscription Streaming Apps

Whip Media’s newest offering and go-to solution for top studios and distributors

Challenge
The rapid growth of mainstream and niche subscription streaming apps has generated billions in 
revenue and large numbers of wholesale partners reporting large quantities of data in different formats.  
As every streaming service knows, this comes at a price. Your accounting teams need more and more 
people to keep pace with all of these reports, in addition to the heavily manual Excel manipulations, in 
order to manage deferred revenue from annual subscriptions or redemptions of gift vouchers.

The Solution
Whip Media’s Performance Tracking & Revenue Management has been the industry standard for 
supporting the digital sale of titles through TVOD/EST, SVOD and AVOD. Now, we offer support for 
subscription streaming apps.

• Fully Managed Retrieval and Ingestion: We manage and ingest the reporting from all your 
wholesale partners and direct payment processors into one system, fully normalized and 
validated.

• Complete Visibility: Our reporting gives you complete visibility of your app subscriptions 
across every wholesale partner, including direct sales.

• Automated Financial Processes: Fully automate accruals, refunds processing, revenue 
recognition and deferrals.

Performance Tracking
Consolidate and Centralize Performance Data Across Global Platforms

• Retrieval and Ingestion: For 14 years and across 1,100+ global platforms, we continue to be 
the most trusted solution for every major film studio and dozens of other distributors, retrieving 
more content performance data than anyone else.

• Full Management: Our experienced team will take charge of ensuring that all your partner 
reports are fully ingested, mapped and validated on a timely basis.

• Real-Time Reporting: Your teams will have real-time access to clean and fully normalized data 
across multiple platforms for operational and management reporting.
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Revenue Management
Automate Your Accounting Processes While Ensuring Financial Control

• Accruals Management: Generate accruals for the current month using daily POS data.

• Revenue Recognition: Automatically manage deferred revenue and delayed recognition 
based on subscription activations.

• ERP Integration: Direct integration with all major ERP platforms.

The Industry Standard for Today's Digital Age
Since the very beginning of digital distribution, the largest film studios and distributors have 
entrusted performance reporting to Whip Media.

• Every major Hollywood film studio uses Whip Media for performance tracking and 
revenue recognition

• Whip Media processes 60% of TVOD/PVOD/EST global transactions
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